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Abstract
In addition to his countless contributions to spectral graph theory, some works of Dragoš Cvetković are concerned with chemical problems. These are briefly outlined, with emphasis on his collaboration with the present author. Keywords: Spectral graph theory, chemical graph theory, molecular graph, Hückel molecular orbital theory.
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1. Introduction
As well known, Dragoš Cvetković is world-wide recognized as a leading expert and promoter of spectral graph theory. He discovered many important results on spectra of graphs and is author of numerous seminal monographs and textbooks, of which we mention here only [2] and [3]. He mainly studied the spectrum of the 0-1 adjacency matrix (which traditionally is called “graph spectrum”), but also of the Laplacian and signless Laplacian matrices. He may be considered as the founder of the theory of signless Laplacian spectra.

It may be less well known that Cvetković participated in researches in theoretical chemistry and gave several valuable contributions also in an area of science which nowadays is usually referred to as mathematical chemistry. The present paper is an attempt to survey these works and to comment them from an our-time point of view. In some detail we are outlining the relation and collaboration which Cvetković had (and hopefully still has) with the present author.
2. Cvetković Meets Gutman
Gutman Meets Cvetković

The year is 1971.

Dragoš Cvetković is Assistant in the Mathematics Department of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Belgrade University, working for his Ph.D. thesis on spectral graph theory.

Ivan Gutman is graduate student of chemistry. For some time he is interested in quantum chemistry, and learned in due detail the Hückel molecular orbital (HMO) theory.

In 1971 in the Mathematical Institute in Belgrade, a series of lectures was organized entitled “Finite Mathematics”. (Nowadays, this would be “Discrete Mathematics”.) Cvetković delivered two lectures within this series, one on graph theory, and another on graph spectra. Gutman attended these lectures and immediately recognized that graph spectra are exactly what is used within HMO theory. He decided to take part in the discussion after Cvetković’s lectures, but being shy remained silent.

Some time later, Cvetković defended his Ph.D. thesis, and this event was announced in the newspapers. Gutman attended the defense and then he contacted Dragoš, informing him that graph theory has applications in chemistry (in HMO theory). Cvetković was (pleasantly) surprised, but postponed any further discussion for some later moment.

Unfortunately, in the next days, Gutman was leaving Belgrade for good, to move first to his native town Sombor, and then to Zagreb, Croatia. Therefore, his contacts with Cvetković had to be made by mail and later by mutual visits. Anyway, in late 1971 they produced their first joint paper [4].

The paper [4] is of outstanding importance for mathematical chemistry. In it, for the first time, the analogies between graph-theoretical concepts (graph, vertex, edge, degree, cycle, ...) and chemical concepts (structural formula, atom, bond, valency, ring, ...) is made clear. There it is mentioned (but not for the first time, see [32]) that graph spectral theory and HMO theory are directly related. A standard notion in HMO theory, the concept of alternant hydrocarbons is recognized to coincide with the bipartiteness of the underlying molecular graph.

3. Nullity

The first application of graph spectral theory to HMO theory was in the determination of the nullity $n_0$ (algebraic multiplicity of number zero in the spectrum) of a graph. Namely, this quantity corresponds to the number of non-bonding molecular orbitals in HMO theory. If the molecular graph is bipartite, then the existence of non-bonding molecular orbitals, i.e., $n_0 > 0$, implies that the respective molecule is unstable and cannot exist.
Several simple recursive methods for calculating \( n_0 \) were put forward in [4] and the later articles [5–7]. Of these we mention here the relation

\[
n_0(G) = n_0(G - u - v)
\]

which applies to any graph in which \( u \) and \( v \) are adjacent vertices, and either \( u \) or \( v \) are of degree one. By means of Equation (1) the nullity of any tree can be determined, as well as that of numerous other molecular graphs.

The results of [4,5,7] attracted much attention and were quoted in several later papers and books, for instance in [26].

It is worth mentioning that the problem of nullity of general graphs (in particular, of graphs without pendent vertices) is unsolved until these very days.

4. Sachs Theorem

Let \( \phi(G, \lambda) \) be the characteristic polynomial of the graph \( G \) [2,3]. If \( G \) has \( n \) vertices, and

\[
\phi(G) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} a_k \lambda^{n-k}
\]

then

\[
a_k = \sum_{s \in S_k(G)} (-1)^{p(s)} 2^c(s)
\]

where the summation goes over the set \( S_k(G) \) of all \( k \)-vertex subgraphs \( s \) of \( G \) whose components are regular of degree either one or two. By \( p(s) \) and \( c(s) \) are denoted the number of components and cyclic components, respectively, of the subgraph \( s \).

Formula (2) was discovered by the German mathematician Horst Sachs in 1964. Because he published his result in German language in a Hungarian mathematical journal [37] it did not attract much attention, and was not noticed by scholars working on HMO theory.

Cvetković stated formula (2) in his Ph.D. thesis (which eventually was published as [12]). Gutman learned it from Cvetković’s thesis. Other colleagues in Zagreb learned it from Gutman.

The chemical importance of Sachs theorem, Equation (2), was enormous. Namely, it provided a direct and complete connection between molecular structure (i.e. structure of the molecular graph) and the secular determinant in HMO theory (which happens to be identical to the characteristic polynomial of the underlying graph [4,32]). This connection was searched over decades, but without success (see, for instance, [24]).

The chemical community learned about Sachs theorem from the paper [27]. The response was outstanding: the Sachs theorem was commented and re-stated by dozens of other authors, and found chemical applications in countless papers,
whose number is of order $10^3$, see [28]. Although Cvetković’s name does not appear on any of these works, there is no doubt that he played a crucial role in the chemical application of Sachs theorem.

5. Kekulé Structures – Perfect Matchings

From a present-day’s point of view, the claim that a Kekulé structure (in chemistry) corresponds to a perfect matching (of the underlying molecular graph) is obvious and trivial. Yet, in the 1970s, this was an important observation, worth publishing [9]. It enabled chemists to apply the mathematical techniques pertaining to perfect matching and their counts. In particular, the number $K$ of Kekulé structures could be recursively evaluated by means of the simple formula

$$K(G) = K(G - e) + K(G - u - v)$$

where $e$ is any edge of the (molecular) graph $G$, whose end-points are the vertices $u$ and $v$.

An application of (3) was reported in [8]. Further applications resulted in combinatorial expressions for the Kekulé structure count of a great variety of classes of molecular graphs, see [25].

Perfect matchings play an important role also in spectral graph theory, in connection with the coefficient $a_n$ of the characteristic polynomial, which is just the determinant of the adjacency matrix. For instance, in the case of benzenoid systems, this coefficient is equal to $(-1)^{n/2} K(G)^2$. Various aspects of this problem were studied in the paper [10].

6. The Largest Eigenvalue

The largest eigenvalue $\lambda_1$ is certainly the most detailed studied graph spectral property [2, 3, 11]. Lovász and Pelikán [34] showed that among trees (with a fixed number of vertices), the path and the star have minimal and maximal $\lambda_1$-values. Motivated by this, it was proposed that $\lambda_1$ be used as a topological index for measuring branching (of trees) [13].

It is interesting that the paper [13] was often quoted by other authors, but none of them tried to check whether $\lambda_1$ is anyhow related with other existing measures of molecular branching. This, finally, was done only in 2002, when the details of the correlation between $\lambda_1$ and other branching indices were established [29].

Later developments showed that the largest eigenvalue is not particularly suitable for modeling molecular branching and nowadays $\lambda_1$ is no more used for this purpose.
7. Graph Energy

Graph energy $E(G)$ is equal to the sum of absolute values of the graph eigenvalues, a definition motivated by results earlier established within the HMO theory. This quantity was introduced by Gutman in 1978 on a conference in Stift Rein, Austria [30], on which Cvetković was also present. The new concept did not attract the attention of colleagues, including Cvetković. Only much later, graph energy became popular among mathematicians and is nowadays much studied [31,35].

Cvetković became involved in the study of graph energy via his computer system “GRAPH” [14]. One of the applications of this system was a search for graphs with greatest energy [15]. What only could be established in [15] was that the greatest-energy graph differs from the complete graph $K_n$. This research was continued in [23], when the greatest-energy $n$-vertex graphs where determined for $n \leq 10$. However, the general form of these graphs could not be envisaged. Another result of the work [23] is the nowadays much used

$$E(G) \geq 2 \sqrt{n-1}$$

which holds for all connected $n$-vertex graphs, with equality if and only if $G \cong K_{1,n-1}$.

Cvetković’s next paper concerned with greatest-energy graphs in [19], where he showed that such graphs must have only a limited number of distinct eigenvalues.

It should be mentioned that the characterization of graphs with greatest energy (and with a fixed number of vertices) is unsolved until these very days. Only some special cases have been solved until now [33].

At this point it is worth noting that a graph–energy–like quantity is mentioned in a recent paper [20], concerned with the traveling salesman problem.

8. Miscellaneous

There are several more works of Dragoš Cvetković which could not be included in the above sections, but which are relevant for mathematical chemistry. We briefly mention them here.

An early work [21] is concerned with a property of the eigenvalues of bipartite graphs, which in chemistry is known under the name “Pairing Theorem”, see [36].

In the paper [22] are characterized all molecular graphs, relevant for HMO theory, whose spectra consist of integers. This research has been further extended in [1].

In papers [16,17] spectral properties of fullerenes are studied.

A somewhat unrelated direction of chemically motivated research is found in the paper [18], which deals with properties of some graph invariants related to electron charges in the HMO theory.
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